Hudson House, Navan
O'Donnell and Tuomey Architects

Clairton

Ish new illustrate to justify language to the stark forms and use of in situ concrete as seen in the institutional 1960s work of Louis Kahn, and the later 1970s brutalist aestheticism of the 1970s. Seen in the domestic work of Tadao Ando in Japan. The Hudson House is not a conventional work of domestic design, but has fine spatial qualities and makes a positive response to the clients brief and the site limitations – a Japanese courtyard house content to live in an Irish backyard.

Architects' Description

A narrow, linear garden behind an existing house on Railway Street is the site for his new house. The house is designed in response to the clients particular requirements – they needed to be near to but separate from their work. They had been living over the restaurant and used an existing courtyard – the hollowed out shell of a disused workshop – as an outdoor room.

Clients' Comment

Front view: a small, solid house. Rear view: a small, compact black. Inside and outside are made again: a spacious, light-filled space for angles and light reflections. An air of peace. Clouds and blue sky change to stars and black night. Lacken stone floor, shored ceiling, wall of glass – a lonely living area. Concrete walls absorb all the heat from the fleeting sun and allow candlelight to glow, suffuse. Shell to the architects – to design a home on an odd piece of land to suit a lifestyle where day passes unnoticed into night, see the sky, feel the breeze. It is more than liked – a home, a meeting place, a gathering of people and elements, dogs and cats.

Clients: Richard and Tricia Hudson